
What is taught when 

SUBJECT: 
Maths  

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Reception Focus on 4 
Focus on 5 
Focus on 6 
More, less, the same 
3D shape 

Days of the week 
Time 
Focus on 7 
Focus on 8 
Focus on 9 
Focus on 10 
One more, one less 
Addition & subtraction within 
10 

Focus on 11 
Focus on 12 
Focus on 13 
Length, height, distance 
Capacity  
Weight 
Doubling & halving 
Sorting  
Money  

Focus on 14 
Focus on 15 
Focus on 16 
2D shape 
Repeating pattern 
Sharing 
Count in 2s 
Time 

Focus on 17 
Focus on 18 
Focus on 19 
Focus on 20 
Count in 2s 
Numbers to 20 
Measures – length, capacity, 
weight   

One more, one less 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Sharing and grouping 
Doubling & halving 
Money  
 

Key facts Number bonds for all number to 5 
Doubles fact to 5 
Count in 1s 
Count in 10s 

Number bonds for all numbers 6-10 
Doubles facts to 10 
Count in 5s 

Number bonds for all numbers 1-10 
Doubles facts to 10  
Count in 2s 

Recording Form numbers & symbols correctly 
 

Draw pictures 
Write calculations  

Draw bar models 
Use number lines 

Year 1 
Termly topics 

One more/one less 
Tens and ones  
Length and Height  
Days of the week  
Number stories – number 
bonds  
Simple addition/subtraction 
and missing number problems 
 
 

3D shapes and 2D shapes 
Position, direction and 
movement 
Number patterns 
Time  
Comparing  
Doubles  
Adding and subtracting with 
20. 

Doubles  
Adding and subtracting with 
20  
Adding and subtracting with 
11-19  
Coins and notes 
Simple addition and 
subtraction with money  
Ten more/ten less 
Arrays and grouping 
Twos, tens, sharing 
 

Length and height 
Measuring mass 
Measuring capacity and 
volume  
Adding and subtracting on the 
number line 
Adding and subtracting with 
20. 
Exploring halves, quarters 

Exploring halves, quarters  
3D shapes and Towers 
Giving and following rotation 
questions. 
Ordering  
Five more/5 less 
Repeating patterns  
 

Time 
Solving addition problems 
Solving subtraction problems  
 
Different Turns 

Key facts Number bonds for all numbers 1-15 
Count in 1s, 10s, 5s, 2s 

Number bonds for all numbers 1-20 Number bonds for multiples of ten to one hundred. 
 

Recording Bar models 
Number lines – jumps of one 

Bar models 
Number lines – jumps of whole numbers 

Bar models 
Number lines – jumps of tens and ones 

Year 2 Comparing numbers 
Partitioning numbers 
Tallest, longest and shortest 
and units of time 
Fact families and adding and 
subtracting ones 
Adding three single digit 
numbers 
Adding and subtracting tens 
 

Patterns, faces, vertices and 
edges 
Symmetry 
Less than and greater than, 
how much? 
Quarter past and quarter to 
Patterns in calculations 
Pounds and pence, adding and 
subtraction money 

Estimating 
Odd and even and Displaying 
information 
Displaying information 
Repeated addition and 
subtraction 
Multiplication tables and 
arrays 
Division 
5 minute times 
 

Partitioning to add and 
subtract (TO and O) 
Partitioning to add and 
subtract (TO and TO) 
Fractions of a whole and 
temperature 
Adding and subtracting by 
sequencing 
Adding and subtracting a near 
multiple of ten 

Exploring faces and Patterns 
and shapes 
Millimetres  
Time intervals  
Thirds 
Add or subtract? 
 

Checking addition and 
subtraction 
Solving missing number 
problems 
Adding in columns 
Multiplication table for 3 
Fractions and scaling 
Calculating time 
Turns 
Estimating lengths and 
distances 
Direction 

Key Facts Ten times table  
Five times table  

Ten times table  
Five times table  

Ten times table  
Five times table  



Two times table Two times table Two times table 

Recording Bar models 
Number lines 
Partitioning 

Bar models 
Number lines 
Partitioning 

Bar models 
Number lines 
Partitioning 
Expanded column method addition & subtraction – no 
boundary crossing 

Year 3 Count in multiples of 4, 8, 50 
and 100. 
Recognise the place value of 
each digit in 3 digit numbers  
partition into variety of ways 
(146=130+16) 
Read and write numbers to 
1000 in numerals and words. 
Mental addition and 
subtraction HTU+U. 
Add & subtract 2 digit 
numbers using formal 
columnar written method. 
Solve missing number 
problems. 
 

 
Recall & use multiplication & 
division facts for 3 times table. 
Use known facts to derive 
other facts. (3x8 > 30x80) 
Solve missing number 
problems. 
Draw 2D shapes including 
polygons & polyhedrons. 
Identifying lines of symmetry. 
Make models of 3D shapes & 
recognise shapes in different 
orientations. 
Recognise & count in tenths as 
fraction & decimal. 

Adding 3 Digit Numbers  
Subtracting 3 digit numbers 
  
Showing numbers in different 
ways 
Unit and non-unit fractions  
Adding and subtracting 
fractions  
 

Multiplication tables,  
Multiplying and diving by 5 
and 20  
Missing number problems and 
scaling  
 
Lines  
Turning 

Division – chunking/number 
line 
Multiplication- 
grid/deconstructed column 
method 
Problem Solving/applying 
written methods.  
Column method for both 
operations 
Using method for 
money/measures 
Column method problem 
solving- e.g. number 
grids/different 
representations 
 

Tenths – including money 
Fraction Statements- division 
of whole numbers 
Equivalent fractions 
Recap on 2D shapes and 
properties including angles 
Perimeter- how to measure in 
rectangles then in other 
shapes 
Application in problem 
solving/outdoor learning 
measuring perimeter of school 
building/playground. 

Key facts Four times table 
 Eight times table  
Three times table 

Four times table 
 Eight times table  
Three times table 

Four times table 
 Eight times table  
Three times table 

Recording Bar models 
Number lines 
Expanded column method addition & subtraction 
Decomposition addition 
Multiplication grid method 

Bar models 
Number lines 
Expanded column method addition & subtraction 
Decomposition addition & subtraction 
Multiplication grid method 
Partitioning to divide 

Bar models 
Number lines 
Expanded layout addition & subtraction 
Decomposition addition & subtraction 
Multiplication grid method 
Partitioning to divide 

Year 4  counting,  
 place value 
adding 4 digit numbers,  
subtracting 4 digit numbers 
counting in 6’s, 9’s and 12’s,  
 calculating mentally,  
calculating on paper  
 

types of angle,  
triangles,  
quadrilaterals,  
symmetry 
rounding, ordering and 
comparing,  
 Roman Numerals 

Families of fractions 
Decimals and equivalences 
Multiplication tables facts 
Three at once 
Written methods 
Scaling 

Trapeziums and kites 
 Coordinates and translations 
25s and 1000s 
Place value and measures 

Solving problems using 
written methods 
Applying methods of addition 
and subtraction 
Equivalences 
Comparing and rounding 
decimals 

Multiplying and dividing 
mentally 
Multiplying on paper 
Scaling 
Perimeter and area  
Perimeter and angles 
Area and symmetry 

Key facts Six times table  
Nine times table  
Seven times table 

Six times table  
Nine times table  
Seven times table 

Six times table  
Nine times table  
Seven times table 

Recording Bar model 
Column method addition & subtraction 
Grid method multiplication 
Expanded layout multiplication 
Compact multiplication 
Chunking  

Bar model 
Column method addition & subtraction 
Grid method multiplication 
Expanded layout multiplication 
Compact multiplication 
Chunking 

Bar model 
Column method addition & subtraction 
Expanded layout multiplication 
Compact multiplication 
Chunking for division 
Bus stop division. 



Year 5 Place value to 1 000 000 
Rounding  
Solve problems using numbers 
in context. 
Add & subtract 4 digit 
numbers 
Solve addition & subtraction 
multi-step problems in 
context, explaining which 
method to use & why. 
 

Identify multiples & factors,  
Prime numbers, prime factors 
& composite numbers. 
Multiply & divide numbers. 
Regular and irregular polygons  
Angles  
Compare & order fractions  
equivalent fractions  
Mixed numbers & improper 
fractions 
Converting fractions 
(2/5+4/5=6/5=1 1/5)  

Negative Numbers 
addition and subtraction  
Roman Numerals 
Compare and Order Fractions  
Recognise mixed numbers and 
improper fractions 

 
 

Identify equivalent Fractions 
percentages. 
Identify and use prime, square 
and cube numbers. 
Multiply and Divide Fractions 
using fractions as operatives & 
scaling 
Reflection or translation in the 
first quadrant on 2D grid. 
Using 3d Shapes 
 

Compare and order fractions.  
Recognise and convert 
between mixed numbers and 
improper fractions.  
Read, write, order, compare 
and round decimal fractions.  
Add and subtract large 
numbers and decimals with up 
to three decimal places.  
Add and subtract fractions 
with denominators that are 
multiples of the same number.  
Compare and order fractions 
whose denominators are all 
multiples of the same number.  
Use decimal numbers to four 
decimal places.  
Calculate and convert 
percentages.  
 

Identify and use factors and 
prime factors.  
Perform mental multiplication 
and division calculations.  
Multiply  
Divide  
perimeter of composite 
shapes & irregular shapes.  
Calculate volume of cuboids.  
 

Key facts Recall all multiplication facts 
Prime numbers to 19 

Recall all multiplication facts 
Prime numbers to 19 

Recall all multiplication facts 
Prime numbers to 19 

Recording Bar models 
Column addition & subtraction 
Compact multiplication 
Bus stop division 

Bar models 
Column addition & subtraction 
Compact multiplication 
Bus stop division 

Bar models 
Column addition & subtraction 
Compact multiplication 
Bus stop division 

 Year 6 Determine the place value of 
digits in numbers up to  10 
000 000.  
Compare, order and round 
numbers. 
Compare, order and simplify 
fractions 
Recognise equivalences 
between fractions, decimals 
and percentages. 
Perform mental calculations 
involving 3- and 4-digit 
numbers 
Use the order of operations 
Create simple algebraic 
formulae. 

Perform multiplication 
calculations using formal 
written methods.  
Multiply and divide up to 2 
decimal places . 
Solve problems involving ratio 
and proportion. 
Calculate area of triangles and 
parallelograms.  
Find missing angles. 
Use negative numbers and 
decimals in real-life contexts. 
Solve multistep problems and 
round numbers to solve 
problems.  
Describe number sequences 
using algebraic formulae  
Describe 3-D shapes and make 
nets 
Determine the place value of 
digits in numbers up to  10 
000 000.  
Compare, order and round 
numbers. 

Use negative numbers and 
decimals in real-life contexts. 
Solve multistep problems  
Describe number sequences 
using algebraic formulae 
Compare, order, add and 
subtract fractions. 
Determine Equivalent 
Fractions 
Describe 3-D shapes and make 
nets  
Draw shapes and find angles 
Divide 4digit numbers using 
long division. 
Choose appropriate 
operations to solve problems. 
Identify common factors, 
multiples and prime numbers.. 
Multiply and divide decimal 
numbers 

Multiply and divide simple 
fractions. 
Translate shapes on 
coordinate grids, across all 
four quadrants. 
Reflect shapes in the axes of 
coordinate grids. 
Investigate parts of circles and 
find missing angles and 
lengths in shapes 
Create algebraic formulae 
from number sequences.  
Express missing number 
problems and problems with 
two unknowns algebraically. 
Solve problems involving 
percentages.  
Solve algebraic equations  
Investigate algebraic formulae 
with two unknown variables. 
Describe linear relationships 
between variables, using 
formulae. 

SATS Revision Investigations 
Transition work 



Key facts Recall all multiplication facts Recall all multiplication facts Recall all multiplication facts 

Recording Bar models 
Column addition & subtraction 
Compact multiplication 
Bus stop division 

Bar models 
Column addition & subtraction 
Compact multiplication 
Bus stop division 

Bar models 
Column addition & subtraction 
Compact multiplication 
Bus stop division 

 


